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ANSI. Report.Q: Strange behavior of SHA1 with 32bit digest length in Java I am facing a strange issue with SHA1 algorithm in Java. When I call the method defined as: MessageDigest md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-1"); String input = "asdf"; byte[] sha1 = md.digest(input.getBytes()); It yields me the expected value. However, when I call the
same code from a method using 1024 size digest length: MessageDigest md = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA-1"); String input = "asdf"; md.reset(); md.update(input.getBytes()); byte[] sha1 = md.digest(); It gives me a different value. By different value I mean it generates different 32 byte values but both the values are same. The input is of
the length of 16 characters. Why does Java generate such a result? Edit: I was using SHA1 algorithm before this confusion. I was signing some messages using SHA1 with a digest length of 512 and 128 and the length of the message in bytes was 128 and 1024 respectively. I always got a different value. A: What is going on here? You set a digest
length of 1024 on the object you use. The SHA-1 digest has a fixed length of 20, i.e. there are only 20 hex characters that can be generated. Therefore, the last byte is at the end of the digest (20 - 4 = 16). When you do this to only the last byte, then the whole thing fits into the last byte. Therefore, the rest of the bytes are all zero. However, when
you call update(input.getBytes()), it gives you a different result. This is because the digest is initialized to all zero bytes, so any previous block of data has no effect anymore. And also, why do you call update with a string?
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